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Committee Begins

Coherence Draws Diverse' Sraesliers-

-

-

Food Investigation

h

First steps were taken toward a possible
alleviation of alleged food
service malpractices this week
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by the Student Services Committee
(SSC). Meeting on Monday, student members of the group set in
motion the machinery for investigation and recommendations of
food service.
Most of the SSC members received specific assignments to report on by Monday. The areas to
be covered are: Food Quality
(Sandy Ryburn) , Opera tions
(Kathy Rhodes), Board Jobs (Tim
Palisin), Possibility of Meal Tickets (Steve Avakian), and Food
Service Public Relations (Tim
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the Department of
delegates with an outstanding
State
as an Educational Specialist
array of major speakers and a
the
in
Foreign Service Institute.
varied selection of seminar topics.
CRESCENT is primarily aimed at
"Crisis in Politics" will be the
providing the average student with topic of Dr. John S. Badeau's
an opportunity speech. Dr. Badeau was formerly
u.
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"Out- - the United States Ambassador to
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Each member will report on his
specialty area, using as his main
source of student complaints the
special "Speaking Out" question
naire distributed at the Lib and
held last
at the special chapel
x

W
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truest Republic.
sense of the
His Excellency
term. In com-- b H. E. Talat Al- i n i n g both Ghoussein, am
speaker and dis- - bassador to the
cussion pro- U. S. from the
grams, the con- State of Kuwait,
ference hopes to will present the
allow the stu first speech on
Badeau
dent not only to increase his in Saturday. The
tellectual knowledge of the Middle ambassador's to- Younq
East, but also to temper this knowlpic will be "Arab Aspirations in
edge through direct interchange of
his ideas with those of other delegates. It will offer a chance for
the student economist, theologian,
political scientist,, or anthropolo
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week.

"YOUNG GIRL WITH RABBIT" is one of 140 photographs to
This exhibit offers
be displayed at the Art Center Nov.
the opportunity to observe different trends in contemporary
picture-makinHours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday.
3-2-
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by Ron Wirick
Arab nationalism, Islam, economic development policies, and rh Tsrndi nriAW
will be some of the topics of discussion during next weekend's CRESCENT IN
CRISIS
conference on the Middle East.
Patterned after the former successes Emphasis Africa and CniintPr.rhnllpn
TRFS.
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Kramer).

Commenting on the replies his
committee has received to date in
its efforts to pinpoint student dis
content with food service, SSC
chairman Tim Kramer remarked,
"We on the committee are pleased
to date with the mature thought
and responsible attitude evidenced
by the suggestions and reasonable
complaints received at the special
chapel and since then in the Lib
suggestion box.
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Rebello Denounces International Racial Bias,

Maintains Chinese Motivated By Nationalism
by Lance Rebello
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Relation to Kuwait."
Saturday afternoon's"

speech,

"The American Stake in the Middle East," will be delivered by Mr.
Roger P. Davies of the U.S. Foreign Service. Mr. Davies formerly
served as Chief of the Arabic Services of the Voice of America.
The final speech of the Conference will be given by Dr. T. Cuyler
Young on the topic "American Attitudes Toward the Middle East."
Dr. Young is Chairman of the Department of Oriental Studies at
Princeton University.
All Wooster students are invited
to attend any or all of these addresses whether or not they are
registered as delegates to the conference.

Brynelson Outlines Plans
For NSA Membership

f

stand the relation of their re-

by Wade Brynelson

discispective
plines to the entire Middle East

(Note: The author attended the Student Body Presidents'
Conference and the National Students Association Congress
from Aug. 17 to Sept. 2 at the University of Wisconsin.)

1 1
panorama.
will also permit
the dilettante to
become an "expert" on Middle
Eastern culture
or American foreign policy.
Al-Ghous-

THE NATIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION CAN BE
CHARACTERIZED AS:
1. A VEHICLE OF IDEA EXCHANGE

sein

The annual NSA Congress serves as a forum for idea

is exchange between student govern

The "Cradle of Civilization
Another prevailing myth in addition to those mentioned last week is that the U.S. an appropriate area of study for ment leaders and interested stu- NSA member schools: Educational
effort in Vietriam is crucial because it is fighting to prevent Communist expansionism. In such an ambitious conference pro- dents from more than 300 cam- Travel Incorporated, NSA's Life
Asia, Communism is equated to Chinese power. The Chinese have not stepped out of their gram. For many hundreds of years puses. Since provincialism at insurance Flans, and Student Discount Service.
boundaries. If the Vietcong are Communists it is because the ideology has captivated their the center of western culture, the Wooster does not exclude SGA
minds and not because they are
Chinese. The only way to prevent
this spread is to kill off everyone
in the area.
It seems to me that the U.S. is
determined not to accept the reality of China and her power.
China's policies have been determined by her traditional interests
no matter who is in power the
Communists or the others (i.e. the
Nationalists.) Communism in this
case only adds a dimension by
which China's policies are to be
achieved. This new dimension is
dynamic to say the least.

China's Role
The fundamental point here is
not that in Asia China has a Communist government but that it has
resumed its traditional role of predominance. If the Fascist Nationalist Government had been able
to restore Chinese power, it too
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EMINENT TH EOLOG I AN-P- H ILO
SOPHER Paul1 Tillich died last
week in Chicago at the age of
79. Dr. Tillich, a leader of the

progressive theological school of
thought, spoke at Wooster last
April 29 to highlight the Confer
ence on Comparative Philo
sophy.

would have promoted this reasser- tion of China s traditional role.
The Nationalists on Formosa have
not disagreed to the present border
claims of Mainland China (i.e. vs.
India and the U.S.S.R.)
A lot is made of the "free press"
in the U.S. What good is a free
press when its accessibility to news
is curtailed if not totally cut on:
A lot more of the truth in Vietnam
can be gotten from European newspapers.
Good Lesson
Of what relevance is Vietnam to
me: For an African, Vietnam is a
good lesson. It shows that American interests are not similar to
our interests. I don't think that
the U.S. would be too concerned
about the fate of the Vietnamese
people if it appeared that the only
way to win the war and thus stop
Communism was to completely annihilate the Vietnamese population.
The war in Vietnam is a civil
war; hence the U.S. has no business there. U.S. intervention in
Vietnam is a case of international
aggression. The Vietnam intervention and other similar interventions like that in the Dominican
Republic under the pretext of protecting American lives and the
concocted threat of Communism
only goes to show the underhanded
motivation of the Congo Operation
last November. The delusion in
this instance was that the white
paratroopers were sent there to
"rescue" the white hostages thus
making' this a "humanitarian"
operation. In fact it was a heinous
operation aimed not only at intervening in the affairs of die Congo,
but also of putting down a popular
revolution so that the survival of
stooge could be
a
insured.
Finally, if the U.S. maintains
that it is concerned about preserving the freedom of a people to the
extent that it will defend it militarily, why has there been no at- pro-wester-

n

Middle East has long been famous
tempt made by the U.S. to secure as the center of unsurpassed archi
the freedom of the black popula
tectural achievetion of the South African Republic
ments, a s the
where even the police state of
birth place of
Nazi Germany ranks a poor secthree of the
ond.
world's greatest
It will be interesting to see what
religions, and
do
called
"free nations"
the so
as the natural
about the Rhodesian problem
intermediary be- where a minority white governfwcn
. IT VV11 Oripnfnl
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inment intends to declare itself
i ana ucciaeniai
J civilizations. In
dependent in the face of British
independence
refusal to grant it
the last quarter
Davies
unless the African population is century, under the pressure of unrepresented. The Rhodesian whites expected income from oil revenues
do not want to grant the - black and a
rise in feelmajority any voice in the govern- ings of nationalism, the area is
ment. The only way to insure this once again becoming the focal
is to declare itself independent. point for international attention.
This would amount to rebellion,
To consider the problems faced
against Britain. A rebellion in the Middle East countries, CRES
Kenya the Mau Mau movement CENT will have
was met by British military force
five major
being sent there.
speakers of varNo Troops
ied but equally
standing
Will Britain send her soldiers
backgrounds.
to Rhodesia? Will the U.S.? Of
Dr. Edwin M.
course not. Where have white
been
sent to shoot at white Wright will detroops
e
people in defense of a
liver the initial
J
people? In Kenya it was British address of the
I
I
soldiers against the black popula- conference o n
Wright
tion. In Vietnam it is a white "Crisis in Cul- currendy
Dr.
is
Wright
ture."
(Continued on Page 4)
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Cabinet members, a constant challenging of a Cabinet member's
presuppositions about the nature
and the limitations of student gov
ernment is invaluable. After communicating for nearly two weeks
d
with students from
Berkeley,
Harvard, protest-riddeReed, the
and academic-minde- d
Congressional representative cannot help but alter his perspective
about the nature of student government.
Ivy-twine-

n

These innocuous platitudes may
be all well and fine for the student
government people, responds the
reader, but what does this mean
for me? At least three changes
have been or are going to be considered at Wooster because of idea
exchange at the Congress. First, a
Stanford University student, one
of NSA's specialists in the Middle
East, sent a critical evaluation of
the "Crescent in Crisis" seminars,
advised Chairman Marna Pyle
about a major speaker who had
not yet been contacted, and offered
his assistance in supplying biblio
graphies to seminar leaders.

non-whit-

AN ESPOUSER OF NATION- AL STUDENT OPINION
NSA takes stands on any educa
tional, political, social or economic
issue which receives majority Congressional support. It is at this
point where the most adamant op
position is voiced against NSA.

1
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Since some schools disagree with
basic policy statements or particu
lar positions taken by the NSA
Longress, (e.g. Vietnam or Berkeley) , they renounce membership.
It should be realized, however, that
(1) the student body of a member
school may send representatives to
espouse that student body's position as a general philosophy or on
specific issues, and (2) the student body of a member school does
not have to support, and may condemn, any declarations made by
a NSA Congress.

Second, the SGA is presendy
considering the reinstitution of the
Wooster-FisUniversity (an all
Negro school in Nashville, Tenn.)
Exchange Program on both a
semester and Spring Vacation
basis. Third, the Campus Affairs
4. A FINANCIER OF ITS OWN
Board is now receiving informa
PROGRAMS
tion from Carleton College about
U
methods for instituting a computer
The Wooster SGA would have to
date
dance
pay
approximately $75 to join
The SKETCH should be out this weekend, barring rain, sleet,
NSA.
Money that NSA collects
snow, or gloom of night. To the 1,500 now saying "So What?": the 2. A PROVIDER OF SERVICES
from
annual
member school paySKETCH will be an eight-pag- e
brainstorm thundered together by Stan
Most
however,
al
ments,
of
does not even
NSA's
services
have
backers-creditorArtistically aiming at EX
Good and his many
PLODING THE CAMPUS MYTH", the SKETCH contains a gather ready been described by Peter financially cover NSA's telephone
ing of Goods on the recent $3,000 model of the campus. Encourage- - Wales in Chapel this morning, expenses. Foundation grants supt
i
ii tii.
ment lor those ihumanitarians who are scientifically
illiterate: you Probably the most used service is port this autonomous structure of
the Student Government Informa 300 member schools, 50 staff memdon t even need to learn how to read to enjoy this issue.
tion Service, which can provide bers, 1 national office, and 3 over"To Kill a Mockingbird," starring Gregory Peck, Mary the SGA with information from seas offices. Besides, if Wooster inBradham and Brock Peters will be the SGA movie tonight and other colleges about anything in stitutes some of NSA's Travel
or
tomorrow night at 9:15 in Scott auditorium. A 25c fee will be the SGA domain, e.g. student work Insurance programs on this camcharged. The movie, which has received two Academy Awards,
in educational legislation, food ser pus, it is highly feasible that the
novel by Harper Lee.
is based on the Pulitzer
relations. SGA could take money in and
vices, and student-facultDay
play,
"Murder
Parents'
following
the
services
for
the
Cathedral," The
Tickets
in
can also therefore offset the $75 needed
will go on sale Monday at 1:00 in the Speech office.
benefit students who belong to for this year's membership.
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Cautious Federation

LctfcrsToTIio Editor
Radicalism and Realism
To the Editor:

This, we are told, is the year of the "Outward Bound,"
and one of the ways some student leaders feel Wooster can
reach beyond the campus and also be helped by outside influences is membership in the National Students Association.
On the surface, this would seem to be a worthwhile thing. $75
annually doesn't seem like a very large amount for the services NSA offers. In that case, why are some people so opposed to Wooster's entrance into NSA?
The main problem seems to be that this organization was
at one time too radical and valueless for a school like this;
Wooster, in fact, was a regular member before pulling out.
But time seems to have mellowed NSA, and many students
feel Wooster ought to return to the fold.
The VOICE editors have heard both sides of the issue
and admit there are reasons why the SGA would do well to
conduct an intensive job of informing students and administration where the $75 is going and what NSA can do for it.
Politics
at least Pierced
Once this is done, we support Wooster's
for a one year trial period.
re-entran-

There appears to be a widely
accepted opinion on this campus,
judging from the polemics of recent weeks, that unless a student is
personally "involved" or concerned about the bedraggled, con
fused, and socially deprived masses
of our society, he is out of touch
with "reality." His life is sterile
and meaningless.
Release from this limbo is of
fered, on one hand, in active
to "the heart of Woos- ter's adventure," the Christian religion. From the other corner Mr.
Tilden and "all of the people he
represents" advocate dropping our
"veneer" in order to watch America crumble; the "rot" of the nation
is the reality beyond the Ivory
Tower which should bother us (although the critics are conspicuously lacking in constructive suggestions).
re-dedicat- ion

ce,

The Link Of Vitality

The Unpardonable Sin?

by John Pierson

Well, I'm sorry, but I disagree
As Lyndon Johnson reaps legislative victory after legislative victory a question arises that a student must adopt some
The recent expulsion of a student under the provisions
e
from the lips of the
public to gnaw at the noble but sensitive minds of our form of these positions in order
of the College pregnancy rule has created a controversy
Congressmen. Is Congress, by continually approving the Administration's program, weak to be a part of the reality of
which gets thrashed about annually before quietly receding
ening our governmental system? Searchers for the answer look back to the Constitution. American life. I did not come to
has been especially
to the background. This year's
Wooster to be absorbed in mass
They see that our government was
bitter, however, because of the alleged injustice displayed aid out in three distinct compart- to preserve United States aid to It effects a comparative speed in commiseration about the socially
Egypt. Of course the Jewish vote obtaining needed legislation at destitute.
by the deans in making their decision regarding the student ments. now can it 1 be
that now
.
1
U
was involved heavily here, and least when compared to a
f
.11
I came to get an education in
we taiK
oi an Administration
violator.
of
Democrats
liberal
North,
the
deadlock,
and,
broadly
the
academic sense
At this stage it is important to realize one thing. No mat- victory" in Congress? Are not our despite Johnson's pleas, saw to it speaking, it enables the President of the word, and I have stayed
by
balances
checks and
profaned
that the Presidents wishes were to decide just what is needed for because I believe I am getting one
ter how sympathetic students are toward the individual in- such goings-on- ?
defeated.
alter
national policy. Never does this of the best available. I further
done
to
be
nothing
can
volved in this particular incident
No American would admit that
The
link
between
our President link abolish the Congressional duty assert that a student who holds
the situation. It would be much better for Wooster students the British Cabinet form of gov
and
representatives
our
in Con of supervising closely the Presi- his formal education as his first
ernment, where gress produces two glowing results. dent's
to consider this case as water over the dam although adprograms.
I the execu t i v e
priority is as much a part of
1
mittedly the particular circumstances make it difficult for
"reality" as any Great Society or
sits in the legissome to forget.
activist
lature and acparticular
this
is
that
What this campus must realize
You see, there are those of us
tually leads i t
have
who
believe that education is the
students
which
many
on legislative
case is an illustration of a policy
necessary
to intellimatters, is su-come to regard as unfair and inflexible. Several student
We
action.
apathetic
are
gent
not
perior to the
leaders took this attitude last weekend and, with the assistabout
national problems, just reaPresidential sys- by Ron Wirick
ance of three faculty members, drew up a proposed change
listic.
A hell of a lot of good it
But
there
tem.
)
j
in the College rule. This change is a mild one; nevertheless,
is
to
protest American deaths in
a i c guvug
Vietnam, to feel sorry for an
it would serve to clarify prevailing administration policy and
Pierson
points to be
old unwed mother, or to beBy
having a President
Next Tuesday the citizens of New York City will go to
better inform students of what the deans seek to do when they bund.
moan the racial strife which racks
and Congress sympathetic to the the
must decide the fate of a sexual "offender."
polls to elect a mayor. For the first time in the last 20 the nation if you don't really know
through
philosophic
same program
In brief, the proposal calls for three things. First, it and party ties, our system gingerly years, and only the second in this century, a Republican has how the situation reached its preswould ask that "the philosophy of initial interviews (with of- approaches the Cabinet system, a chance to emerge from this contest a victor. John Lindsay, ent stage, why it will continue, or
what feasible correctives and al
fenders) should aim toward permitting the student(s) to com- snatches the advantages, and highly capable Congressman from
Wil ternatives are available.
plete the immediate semester." Secondly, "extensive coun- dashes away.
Manhattan, has forged a fusion candidate,
There will be many who say
A link between the executor of ticket with Republican, Liberal Ham Buckley. Editor of the reseling would be provided by the College physician, psychiathe laws and the legislature is a
actionary National Review maga- that your education is more than
trist, minister, faculty advisor, and other qualified personnel prime necessity for vigorous and and Democratic Party supporters, zine, the articulate Buckley is an a formal process of study. Those
definite threat to
and
during the remainder of the semester." Finally, "at the end effective management of so com- e-Democratposes a
and the who know me well also know that
Abraham Beame. espoused
I could not agree more fully. But,
decision
and
reviewed
would
be
a
each
case
of the semester,
plex a country. The proof positive
of New York's Conservafirst glance it would seem nominee
At
counselors and is the huge budget that is pre- that Beame has had all the ad- tive Party. It is Buckley's hope at some point a student must make
made after consultation with the above-name- d
sented to Congress each year. How
that he can draw enough Republi- a distinction between action which
students involved."
vantages during the campaign.
can a single Congressional com- New
can support to guarantee Lindsay's is constructive and effective and
1
Democrats
York
hold
a
Legislature
the
before
come
will
probably
This resolution
mittee be expected to master the
defeat, and hence insure that in action which is purely protest, dee
edge
registration
voter
SGA
their
tell
will
students
all
We
Sunday evening.
trust
broad implications as well as the
the future the Conservatives will void of full awareness of the comover their Republican counterrepresentatives what they think of it beforehand. The Faculty narrow specifics of a $100 billion parts. Even the strongest GOP can- hold a veto power over potential plexities of the problem andor
the requisite power to achieve
will probably discuss similar measures at their meeting next budget? Even the committee's ex- didates have found it nearly im- Republican candidates.
change.
Take first things first. Find
pert staff would have to be briefed
possible to overcome this handimonth, and hopefully the deans will quickly ratify this clari- on the background, the
these odds Lindsay must those areas in which you can acAgainst
purpose,
Governor Nelson Rockefeller, certainly be cast as the decided tually accomplish something now,
fication of a policy they maintain already prevails.
and the need for each item sought cap.
for
example,
was unable to carry underdog. Nevertheless, there are not just complain, and concentrate
The angry sentiments following the recent student dis- by the executive branch. A legis- - the city in either of his two succertain factors which are operating your efforts there.
missal should be answejred. We feel this resolution is a ator could never attack a budget cessful gubernatorial bids. For to his advantage. Chief of these is time, remember thatAt the same
you are at
ed item unless he knew the rationweaker candidates the results have his own charm and ability. Spurn- Wooster to be educated that is
necessary first step.
ale behind it. Therefore, between
been devastating. Barry Goldwater ing support of Goldwater last fall, your reality now.
the President and Congress there
lost the city by over one million Lindsay was
CongressKaren Kalayjian
channels for briefing
must
exist
What's the Count?
votes. Only that tremendous vote- - man by the largest margin of vicand communicating.
getter, Jacob Javits, has been able tory received by any Republican
Executive Initiative
to run as a Republican and come in the House. His popularity is
Sinonymity
Far more significant than just out of the city with a majority of
for he has served his
plain communications channels is votes.
district well. As leader of the To the Editor:
by J. Arthur Seaman
the concept that the President
Beame has another import- loose association of liberal Repub- Definition: Syntax Galpin asshould
be
given
the
chance
to ant, perhaps decisive advantage. lican Congressmen known as the sessment for excessive chapel cuts.
I have a beard. I have a beard because I want to be
initiate legislation he considers
certain to lose valuable Wednesday Club, Lindsay has been
Bob Mann
stereotyped as a beatnik. All beatniks have beards. All vital for the maintenance and ad- Lindsay is
support to a third, splinter-part(Continued on Paee 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
bearded persons are beatniks.
vance of the country. The Presibecause he is at the center
Abraham Lincoln had a beard as did Ringo Starr in dent,
of nation-wid- e
intelligence, is in a
"Help" and so did Henry VIII
God intended man to have a position to know and correct; the
and so does Skitch Henderson and
beard. Ulysses S. Grant had
Congress, because of its numbers,
Mitch Miller and Alan Ginsberg.
beard and so did the Smith Bro organization, and properly narrow
by Tim Weckesser
Hair is the same as it was in thers.
er views, is not.
April, 1865. The normative conHow many times has art been referred to as the medium from which everybody can
Marx and Lenin had beards.
Lurking behind Presidential
beard.
with
of
Christ
a
is
ception
Marx and Lenin were Commun control of Congress is the fear derive his own meaning? That is the glory of it. Bull Roar. Granted this must be true
Of course there is that concept ists
.
of manv that the pathway to to a certain extent as far as personal identification adjustments
are concerned, but there
or is it
of being a
,
Santa Claus has a beard. Santa despotism is now well lit. This is :
?
.
r
i
i.
.i
.i
i
is a puim iu a wuin ui an reiernng mainiy to tneatre wim wmcni t1 am most iamiliar.)
conforming t o
is a dirty old man, a communist, a postured fear if ever there was TI
1
1.-- J
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There are other ways of being dif- a hero among freshman women, one. Primary among the great ob mere is a point involved or eise there is nothing left to hold onto. from books, plays, etc. The justifithe
author wouldn't have had the
ferent. You can assert your indi- a beatnik and he gives away elec structions that have always made
initial
motivation to produce it. We must take things as we find cation, of course, is born in their
viduality by action. You can wear tric razors once a year.
short shrift of despotic tendencies To derive
just anything, I believe, them and take them quickly." I get noting an "absurd" world. There
Review Questions for the Hourly in our country is the net the peoa raccoon coat.
is to frustrate artistic purpose and the definite impression many is something going on in the world
1. Beards are
Beards are grundgey and filthy.
ple throw over Congress every two
soon people are criticizing what times that these people are living even if within the framework of
2. LBJ is a
They itch too. So hair on top of
years. The most effective way the
in a shallow illusion and are not total absurdity (which is what it
they don't understand.
3. Hair on the face and hair public may register its disapproval
your head must be filthy and itch
willing to face things unneurotic-all- y appears to be.)
But
I
the
wish
bring
point
to
of
head
on top
too.
your
are dif of the manner in which the Presiand honestly for fear of riskWhat am I advocating? Very
Cats breathe. LBJ breathes. LBJ
ferent. True or False.
dent and Congress are behaving out is not the injustice people do ing whatever it is that gives their simply: an attempt to understand
to the author, but rather the leth- life meaning.
Choose the BEST answer.
is a cat.
is to turn the legislators out.
our situation with a bit of serioushave
beards.
old
4. Beards are a) useful b) the
men
Dirty
Lack of authentic party dis- argic injustice people do to themThe result? Avoidance, con- ness and honesty. And this is done
mark of the true believers in cipline is the second overwhelming selves. I have seen so many of scious or unconscious, and one by getting the point of what is
Beards are dirty.
Christ c) the mark of the obstacle to Presidential tyranny. them, from doctors and profes- settles into his neuroticism to stay going on in a play or book or
Freshman women have this
ones who still believe in The President's authority in Con- sors down to those more informal for the sake of security (that long "Soprano's Bar and Lounge"
thing about beards.
or
Santa Claus.
Some people like their beards.
gress is his majority, but he can chaps who rebel against what they lost word that went out with the whatever it may be .
refuse to understand by wearing Pilgrims.) I am personally a bit
5. Abraham Lincoln a) is real never press an unpopular issue
They grow them because they like
But our nation seems to be doly Santa Claus in disguise one truly despised by the folks dirty sweatshirts, who are willing tired of the
them. They hate to shave. Do you
ing a fine job of propogating more
have any idea what the sound of
b) is really Harvey Tilden back home down the Congress- and even want to take anything
caught up in his
d
and and more of these part-tim- e
peoin disguise c) never really man's gutteral equipment A dra- and therefore nothing.
an electric razor is like at 7 a.m.?
emotional world, who ple, these fragmented people who
had a beard because beards matic example occurred this past
An inventor could make a million
The immediate response to this, takes the easy way out of life by everyday leave their office and risk
shaver.
electric
silent
with a
are
January when House leaders tried of course, is, "But in this age devising his own little "meanings"
(Continued on Page 4)
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by Dennis Goettel
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at Wooster, and the

victory-seekin-

student-fa- n

g

would probably

not like it one bit if it were.
As I understand it, Coach Shipe's philosophy is that a student
comes to college to learn, and football is a game he can play while
learning. That may seem to be an obvious fact, but I challenge you
to find a trace of that philosophy at any of the country's "football
factories." Instead, you will find that at many schools, football is a
e
job. The head coach of a big state university once remarked
that his players were paid to do a job.
I wonder if those students who are calling so loudly for a
first-ra- te
football team really know what they are asking for. I
don't think their desire to emphasize football would be as great
if they saw someone passed through a course he had hardly attended simply because he was a football player, or paid a fullscale salary to lock one door every night. These things happen,
but not at Wooster. Wooster does not give out scores of athletic
scholarships. The entrance requirements are not lowered for
football players. Football players don't get special treatment from
job. Until these
the professors. Football is not a year-roun- d
is
it
unlikely
will
things happen,
ever become na
that Wooster
football champions, or, for that matter, OAC
tional small-collechampions. I will leave it up to you whether it would be worth it
full-tim-

,

.

'

1f

3--

typical of the solid blocking and hard tackling which highlighted the Scots' 0 loss to Muskingum,
Wooster defenders Steve Emerson (84) and John Mcllvaine
(40) bring down Muskie halfback Tom Fragasse (25). Also
pictured are Scots Cliff Romig (65), Jeff Nye (50), and Bob
Boyd (70).
IN THIS CLASH,

3--

Booters Fall To Zips,
Stalemate Lords,
l- -l

by Will Johnson

The Wooster soccer team had a rough week, losing to
tough Akron,
and tying lowly Kenyon,
Last Saturday the Scots traveled to Gambier to play
the Lords. Conditions for the contest were far from ideal,
3--

1--

0,

and the Scots were without the
services of Lance Rebello.
The teams battled through rain,
e
wind and hail to a 1
tie. Kenyon scored in the
first period at 6:00, when Lee
Bowman headed the ball past
goalie Jim Poff. Wooster outplayed
Kenyon, but was unable to score
until freshman Stu Miller garnered
Wooster's lone tally at 19:40 of
the third period, on a pass from
Fred Hicks. That ended the scordouble-overtim-

1--

ing.

:

I

1.

ttz

:

:

in
P
?own the, neId and
tront oi tne Scot goal. What Wooster offense there was was provided
mainly by Stu Miller.
The Scots will try to rebound tomorrow as they travel to Granville
to meet the Big Red of Denison,
1
conquerors of Akron.
5--

Undefeated Kappas
Capture IM Crown
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Wooster did everything but win
by Nate Smith
the game. The defense contained
With just one week of Kenarden
any Kenyon threat and continuousleague action left the Kappas
ly fed the front line, which shot
clinched the A league crown by
defeating Second 240. The first
In case you can't make the
half was a scoreless battle with
short jaunt up to Hiram Saturthe defenses completely bottling up
day, the Scot football game the offenses. The second half, howwill be on WWST (960 AM, ever, was a different story, with
104.5 FM) tomorrow beginthe Kappas scoring four times.
ning at 1:55. Howard King
The first score came in the open
For those of you who did not understand the headline on last
Mel Riebe will handle the
ing minutes of the second half
and
week's soccer story and have asked me who in the heck "pitchmen'
play by play.
when Don Campbell blocked an
are, I will explain. The pitch is a term for the soccer playing field
attempted
punt by Paul Key and
just as diamond signifies a baseball field, and gridiron, football. Thus
a pitchman is one who plays upon the pitch, simple enough? Head 39 times. Jim Poff was credited
line writing comes at the end of a hard afternoon of laying out the with 8 saves, compared to Ken- JACKETS STING HARRIERS
17. another indication of
paper, and is generally a hairy proposition. The keyword is, ii ii von's
j
Last Saturday, Wooster's
Wooster's domination.
fits, use it." "Pitchmen" fit.
harriers
returned to their
Wooster was not only decisively
Congratulations go to coach Castro Ramsey and all the crew from
home ground but they could
beaten' by powerful Akron last
Emory & Henry for their exciting upset of Mars Hill College, 26-not come out on top over a
will face their sternest test of what has been Wednesday, but apparendy lost the strong Baldwin-Wallac- e
This week the E&H-meteam.
a season of one stern test after another. They will meet the infamous services of freshman standout The Yellow Jackets ran over
We think that Castro and the boys Mohammed Kaiabi. who was the Scots, 19-3- 9.
bruisers from Hampden-Sydney- .
Wooster's
can hang tough, and pick another upset victory for Emory & Henry forced from the game in the fourth captain Gary Brown finished
period with a severe shoulder in
longshot.
in a TOTE-BOARsecond amidst a literal crowd
at the of BW
MINNESOTA at Ohio State jury. Akron was ahead
THE BACKROOM TOTE-BOARrunners who took first,
the defense
WOOSTER at Hiram, Brown at PRINCETON, TEXAS at Southern time. With Rajabi gone
third, fourth, fifth and sixth.
the
game
Akron
and
collapsed
put
RUTGERS
U.
Boston
California,
Methodist, PENN STATE at
at
"Ric" Steinfadt won
Green Bay at CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS at New York, Minnesota a on ice.
race with a 22 minute, 26
the
Akron outplayed Wooster in the
CLEVELAND.
second time on the brand new
first
half but the Scot defense kept
Overall 6-Pros
Last week: College 4-Wooster
course.
the Zips at bay until 19:46 of the
Overall 29-- (.783)
Season: College 20-6- , Pros
The Scots will face some
second period, when Al Quieroga
TOTE-BOARlongshot.
competition tomorrow
tough
scored on a pass from Udo
io
meet at
Wooster was stronger in in the 1965
Bowling
well
Green
as in
as
the third peeriod, but failed to
BURKETT LEADS SAILORS
penetrate a rugged defense led by their Ohio Conference race at
The Wooster Sailing Club
Wesleyan on Nov. 5.
center-hal- f
Dave Williams, who
placed fourth in the Wayne
last
was selected first team
UNIQUE COOKERY
State International Regatta
year as a freshman. Ken Goore Mike Zimmerman fell on
it in the
last weekend. With six Cana"SINCE 1925
connected at 6:43 of the fourth
end zone for the score. The next
dian and seven American
period on a pass from Jim Fonte,
132 S. Buckeye St.
two scores came on passes from
it
was
schools participating,
WOOSTER, OHIO
then Fonte scored at 11:28 for the Denny Goettel
to Popsicle William
the biggest regatta that Woosfinal tally.
son, and the final score on a pass
ter sails in. The top five places
Wooster was overwhelmed by
Continuous Service from
Goettel to Dave Jerome.
from
were bunched within a range
7i30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
the precision passing game of the
Campbell led the Kappa defense
of 10 points, with McMaster
Zips who continuously took the ball
For Reservations Phone
in holding the rhi Sigs scoreless.
College's 130 total points
In other action during the week
setting the pace, followed by
COSMETICS
CHARGE
CARDS
the Kappas defeated the Sigs 24- the University of Michigan,
0, the Rabbis upended the Sigs
CANDY
129; Indiana University, 125;
ACCOUNTS
6-and the Betas defeated the
Wooster, 124; and the Royal
Sigs
for. their second win of
Military College, 121.
the season.
Sailing for Wooster were
A LEAGUE STANDINGS
Dave Burkett, skipper, and
Seventh
Joan Kelley, crew. Burkett
2--

0.

5--

-

1,

Saturday,
The Scots failed to
score for the fifth consecutive year
against the vaunted Muskies.
Muskingum, undefeated in the
conference with a
0
record,
might not be so had the Scots
gained another foot at the right
time in the fourth period. Trailing
the home forces drove 71
yards, but failed to come up with
the needed yardage on a fourth- and-twsituation on the Musking
um
line, with 11:17 to go
in the game.
The Scots won everything but
the ball game as Rod Dingle, Mike
Gordon and Ken Norris gave the
highly touted Muskie defense fits
yet the goal line remained un
crossed. Dingle alone ran for 125
yards on 20 carries for the best
individual performance by far
against Muskingum this year. His
scamp
running included a
er which set up the fourth quarter
scoring bid by the Scots.
Wooster took the opening kickoff
and powered by a tremendous run- back of the kick by junior Terry
Heaphy to the Scot 49 and runs
of 11 and 10 yards bv Gordon.
the Scots moved to a fourth-and-fou- r
situation on the Muskie 24.
At this point Dinele swept the
3--

4

me

5,

"football-is-being-de-emphasized-

Lack of ability to come up with the big play when it was
needed caused the Wooster Scot football squad to go down
to a heartbreaking defeat at the hands of their rivals, the
Muskingum Muskies, for the 17th consecutive time last

Hutchison

Mi'

Last week the Scots played the best football they have played all
season. Unfortunately, they were facing the toughest team in the OAC,
and the effort went for naught. A miss is, alas, as good as a mile,
and though the Scots gave them the stiffest battle they have seen all
year in conference action, the men from Muskieland are still on top
of the OAC and the Scots are on the bottom.
Had the team of league-leade- rs
that Wooster faced last week
been anyone but Muskingum, a tie would have been almost a
moral victory for the Black and Gold. However, a tie would have
been next to worthless against the Muskies. Wooster wanted
victory streak the Muskies hold
to break the monstrous
over them. They wanted to WIN, and when they had a choice
of an almost sure tie or a chance of a game-winnin- g
touchdown,
they decided to make it "all, or nothing at all." Unhappily, they
got nothing at all, and now there is only one chance left to the
Scots to break the unsavory skein. They will either win next sea
son, or bow out of the series with a streak of 18 losses to their
credit, because the rivalry ends after the 1966 campaign.
Replacing the Muskies on the Scot football schedule will be Ken-yo- n
College. The Lords last faced Wooster in 1963, when the Scots
for their only victory of the season. Kenyon is
downed them 22-1currently tied for the OAC cellar.
Another rivalry will end in two years, as Akron University will
be dropped from the Scot football slate. Replacing the Zips will be
Ohio Wesleyan University. The Bishops have yet to win an OAC game
this season. It appears that the Scots are dropping the two schools
which traditionally provide their toughest games (and, in the past
several seasons, traditionally beat the Scots), and replacing these
schools with two of the weak sisters of the OAC.
t can already hear the outraged cries and gripes of those
staunch and sturdy Scot fans, who will come up the with perennial
Woo. U." argument. The
fan joins in with "Yeah, let's see
average Saturday-afternoo- n
some victories. It's about time Wooster came up with a top-notteam." However, as I see it, football has never been "emphasized"
17-ga-
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All-Oh-
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five-yar- d

52-yar- d

OAC OFFENSE

LEADERS

Dingle (Scots) 717 yds.

McMaken (Capital) 424 yds.
Hickman (Mount) 390 yds.
Reiner (Otter.) 389 yds.
Ivary (Denison) 357 yds.
Passing
Martin (Akron) 799 yds.
Aronson (OWU) 678 yds.
Jones (Kenyon) 677 yds.
Laughman (Witt.) 574 yds.
Caudle (Otter.) 486 yds.

Rutter (Kenyon) 36 pts.
Rattray (Kenyon) 30 pts.

high-poi- nt

skipper of

the regatta.
Other schools participating
in the regatta were Ohio Wesleyan, University of Detroit,
Wayne State University,
University, University of
Western Ontario, University of
Windsor and University of

right end, but wound up one yard
short of the first down and the
Muskies took over. The pattern for
the day was set.
Muskingum could not move the
ball, but a
punt by halfback Rick Harbold put the Scots
in a hole for the remainder of the
half. Only once after that did the
Black and Gold cross the midfield
stripe in the half. Muskingum
posed only one real scoring threat
in the half also. Defensive back
Rick Schneider picked off a Bob
Courson aerial on the Wooster 48
midway in the second quarter and
returned it to the 29. The Scot defense held them to five yards on
three running plays, and a d
attempted field goal was far short.
Muskingum picked up only three
first downs in the first half to the
d

Scots' seven.
The Black and Magenta took the
second half kickoff and with a
d
runback by Steve Aller to the
Muskie 46, the visitors marched 45
yards in 10 plays to the Scot nine,
where Vernon Albery booted a d
field goal for the game's only
points.
The fired-uScots came right
back, moving 46 yards in 10 plays
to a first down on the Muskingum
25. During the drive Wooster's

Rey-ers- on

Toronto.

Closest to the Campus

n if if n
Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone

262-89- 41
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B LEAGUE STANDINGS
Off Campus North
8-0-

-0

5-2-

-0

3-2-

-1

2-4-

-1

Off Campus South

2-5-

-0

Eighth

0-7- -0

Douglass
Douglass
Seventh
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REALLY

WRONG ON
CAMPUS
The only thing not changed on
campus since the war is human
nature. This special Atlantic
Supplement discusses: Competition for admission; undergraduate temper: students in revolt;
problems of college for Negroes;
do women learn anything; drugs
and dropouts; PLUS: What's
Bugging The Students and
much, much more.
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WHAT'S

41-yar-

6-2--0
5-3-

In Hiram, the Scots will face a
squad with good size, and one
which has posted a 3-- 2 record in
play so far this year. All of their
games have been in the conference,
with victories over Oberlin, Marietta, and Kenyon. Their three victims have not won a game among
them in the Ohio Conference.

7.

8-- 6

was the

...

Hiram has beaten Wooster only
once in the 16 meetings between
the two schools. The Scots won a
tight game a year ago 14--

0,

Fifth
Third

Scouting . . .
Hiram

well used.

Scoring
Dingle (Scots) 54 pts.
Hickman (Mount) 38 pts.
McMaken (Capital) 36 pts.

263-478- 6

8-0-

ce

Hiram boasts two of the conference's top seven point getters
in freshman quarterback Al Feld-ma- n
and sophomore fullback Tom
Beil. Feldman has also hit on 30
of 78 passes for 308 yards, to rank
8th in the OC, while Beil has a
5.6 yards per carry average, with
291 yards in 52 carries.
Hiram's defensive line averages
well over 210 pounds, so the out
side speed of Rod Dingle, Mike
Gord&n and Ken Norris will be

Rushing

71-yar-

Phil Cotterman and Muskingum's
defensive guard
Tom Dillard were ejected. At the
25, however, a fourth and seven
Randy Snow aerial was just out of
the reach of end Sandy Hyde and
the Muskies again took over.
Theiiext time the Scots got the
ball Dingle got away for his run
to tne Muskie 25, just as the quarter ended. Wooster moved to the
five in seven plays, and the drive
fizzled less than a foot short of
the first down on the Muskie three.
The winners held on to the ball
for eight precious minutes before
the Scots' last futile attempts were
begun on their own 49.
all-conferen-

Freedlander's
Young Modern's Shop

MOW OH SALE

at your newsstand
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MORE ON

(Continued from Page 2)

got-what-they-want-so-the-hell-with-the-rest-of-m-

ankind.

To the Editor:
Yes, Mr. Tilden, there are
thousands of Pete Robinsons (but
did you know that he was not belittling the content of your work,
but rather the form in which you
write and call "poetry"?). These
"people" exist to our right and
left; they are the apathetic uncaring who tell you they've
There are more of
on the Wooster
campus than in most places (and
yet, take a tour of the suburban
neighborhoods from which the students are extracted). Wooster is
not a norm of life; it is an abstract in
It is before you and the rest
of the world, Mr. Tilden. There is
unemployment, war, death, poverty, segregation, disease, corruption, and the rest. There is so
much of it and in so great depth
that people like to run and hide
from it. They come to places like
Wooster, or they rock away in "depressing Mansfield night clubs"
trying to drink sorrow away.
Mr. Tilden, however, you have
the intelligence to see these things
(poverty and such). You don't
want to run and hide; you want to
show the "neon signs screaming
out a warning" to the people here.
In it, however, you represent another norm, the growing norm of
cynicism in our society.
It is easy to tear down and have
NO principles to replace the ones
you so readily destroy. It is easy
to be an "individual" and step
back and say "Live and let live",
instead of "Live and help live."
We, however, do not need
cynics. We need people, like you,
who make these problems real but
have ideas and principles to replace the ones they so readily tear
down. It is far easier to destroy
cynically, just as it is far easier to
run than correct. Why not intelligent criticism to replace intelligent
cynicism:
Jeff Mclntyre
them, it seems,

un-realit- y.

To the Editor:
Having heard so many conversations, all relating to the inadequacies of Food Service, after last
Wednesday's Special Chapel, I begin to think that Wooster students
want, above all else, to achieve the
Tom Jones pleasure in the quality
and quantity of food served here.
(I hope the manners of Tom and
company are not also adopted;.
We might do well to remember
that far better people than we have
demonstrated, intellectually and
otherwise, very worthwhile and
productive lives eating far less and
poorer food than we Wooster students now have with which to
gorge ourselves.

Barbara Brondyke

Pregnancy Policy Ostracism?
To the Editor:

It is unfortunate that awakening
a college community to its more
serious problems does not come
about easily. This time the prob
lem concerns the omcial view ol
"hasty" marriages, and another
victim has been required to deliver this policy to the attention of
our campus.
Briefly, the policy of suspending
students who have to get married
is out of place on this campus;
serves a dubious purpose; and is
just plain obnoxious.

Weckesser Column

s

One of the nation's leading The most recent is "Buckdancer's
poets, James Dickey, will visit Choice," published by Wesleyan
University Press.
Wooster Sunday to read and
The free Dickey reading will
comment on his poems.

1
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idifor

Loflfors To Tbo

Poet Dickey Reads Here Sunday
.-V

MORE ON

(Continued from Page 2)

their lives because they have nothing, outside the office, to base their
existence upon.- I can see it. And
if I may be allowed a nice little
generalization: Boring shallow
people marry boring shallow
people and before long a civilization is composed of amorphous
sterile personalities trying to make
a buck out of their income tax
returns, or crying "rah, rah," for
some of the lesser ferlinghetti.
When this happens, art, theatre
in particular, becomes as it is tocoffee break
day: a gimmick-fillefrom the tensions of life's superficialities. It tumbles down into the
realm of entertainment. It is interesting, but outside our individual existences, not a part of the
whole. I think one can easily make
the jump from a man who neglects
to take seriously a play like Look
Back in Anger to the man who
neglects to take seriously his life
as a complete entity.
It is sad, I think, that we cannot laugh or cry for a work of
art and at the same time laugh or
cry for ourselves. Well, that's all
right, we can all get our own
little "meanings." Right! Thousands of dead end roads and
buzzing, boring people nothing.
The sad state of affairs in which
we find art today, from either the
standpoint of author or observer,
is a significant reflection of a sad
civilization.

Why?

-

IPl

IF

On his current tour, Mr. Dickey
will speak at 10 other Ohio colleges, in addition to Wooster. His

appearance here was arranged by
the College's English department,
in cooperation with the Ohio Poetry Circuit directed by Robert
Daniel, chairman of the Kenyon
College English Department.

d

INTERESTED IN A JOB

Michael Davis, violinist and
professor of music, will join
pianist Robert Sutherland of
England in three recitals to-

IN GERMANY THIS SUMMER?
Call Us for Details

night, tomorrow and Sunday
at 8:15 in the Chapel.

EMMS

They will present the complete sonatas for violin and
piano from the works of Beethoven. The programs, a part
of the Faculty Recital Series,
are open to the public at no

346 East Bowman Street
WOOSTER, OHIO
264-404-

charge.

0

OR SEE OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES

Earlier this month, the artists appeared in a duo-recit- al
at the New York Museum of
Art. They will duplicate their
Neew York program at the
Cleveland Museum of Art on
Nov. 5.

JANICE SAYER

JOE HOLDEN

CRESCENT IN CRISIS

Underdog Lindsay Fights The Odds

(Continued from Page 2)
First, the only action taken is
Only Lindsay has the necessary
punitive. Does this do anything particularly effective in voicing
inbeneficial for the individual
liberal views within party circles. ingredients of realistic ideals,
programs, and proven
volved? It certainly adds another
Voter Disenchantment
election would serve
His
expanded
ability.
headache onto a recently
poli
second
Lindsay
possesses
a
nationwide notice to complacent,
list. Why doesn't the college take
tical asset in the city's disillusion- - machine Democrats and to radical-righ- t
r
r
mmt with thft inefficiencies of
Republicans alike that the
The second point concerns the Democratic administration. This
GOP does not have to become a
rationale behind the punitive ac- - dissatisfaction is best expressed
ap
perennially minority party
tion. Is the purpose ostracism?
y
fact faat m a recent poll pealing only to that 30 percent of
nopeiuiiy we can uuer an em- - oyer hal of
espoused support the population that lives in rural
phatic NO! Is the rule conducive ers 0j gmme state(i
at they areas. By electing this personal
Remove
tongue
rehabilitation?
to
nave vote(j for Lindsay if young man as their mayor, New
.l
mi
trom cheek, answer: no. inen tne mcumbent Mayor Robert Wagne: Yorkers would not only be serving
intent must be to encourage ad- - ha(j run for a third term. The the best interests of the worlds
sex vnfftrs flrp trpA of an
herence to the
MORE ON
largest city, but would be taking
stand as set forth by the college. ing crime rate tTe 0f
tired an important step toward two- It would seem impossible to verify 0f educational inadequacies, tired
party government for the remain
On
any hypothesis concerning the ef- - 0f broken Dromises.
der of the nation s 70 percent ma
feet of the punitive threat on stu- there jority.
three
the
men
assessing
in
(Continued from Page 1)
dent nenavior. i, ior one, aouoi
be no doubt that Lindsay is
race fighting a yellow race. The that it is a significant factor. The the
candidate. Buck- bombs on Hiroshima and Naga- image ol a
ana inena neaaing iey's axiomatic, totally
saki were dropped not on a white toward the golf course with Ihe s;stMlt ideoWv has that single
population but on a yellow race. Works" in hand is an unlikely one. fault 0f all sucn systems of thought
In South Africa, the granting of An important point uiai is uvci- complete lack of correlation with
freedom, to the black population looked completely by the rule sys- - reality. Beame, while demonstrat- would involve fighting the white tem is tne responsimiuy aue an npr SOTT1fi minimal ah tv as citv
... i
. . '
v i i .ii ?
population. So also in Rhodesia. lnaiviauai,
allowing imm w ucwuc
nomntro er. definitely has neither
What will be the response of Bri- for himself on matters as intensely the energy nor the ideas to tackle
tain and the United States to the personal as sex.
tne duties of mayor. Furthermore,
Rhodesian issue? It will be the
If the Collesre wishes to en- - Beame owes his basic support to
usual "we will not recognize you"
courage an ideal, it certainly the city's infamous bosses, and a
business and subsequently let us
should do so, and without having victory for him would be construed
sit and talk and the proclamation
to apologize for it. But punitive en- - as a victory ior tnese unwnoiesome
that the problem should be solved
forcement is dmerent Irom en vestiges of a more unfortunate age.
peacefully.
If the College insists
If the sake of freedom is the couragement.
on taking some action, why not try
real and only reason the U.S. is
counseling, a measure much more
in Vietnam then why not bring
helpful to those involved. I suggest
that freedom to the black majon
that this college community look
ties in South Africa and Rhodesia
beyond the food service crusade,
by similar means. But the cause
and address itseelf to this more
of freedom is not why the U.S. is
problem.
in Vietnam. It is only used as important
Dick Bunce
part of the
INVITES
well-plann-

ed

Background material now

available on all aspects of the
Middle East at

.

te

--

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

mil

pre-marit- al

ever-increa-

s-

gig,

Vietnam

Rebello

take place in the Andrews Memorial Library Lecture Room at 4 pan.

Critics have hailed Dickey as
a "major talent", and as "a gifted,
articulate poet who knows and
loves but does not romanticize the
land." He has received numerous
awards including the Vachel Lindsay prize offered by Poetry Magazine in 1959. His more familiar
published work includes "Into the
Stone and Other Poems," "Drown
ing With Others," and "Helmets."
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Published weekly by the students of The College of Wooster during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
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TO

Charge It.

ef

Whether

TEN

it is

watch repairs

or an engagement ring
your credit is good with us.

BONNIE BELL

A SAVINGS AMOUNT
AT AN INSURED

- O - SIX LOTION

logical companion
for VILLAGER shirts
& skirts. No

SAVINGS AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION.

campus wardrobe is
complete without
the classic
VILLAGER

ribbon

front cardigan.
Collect yours now.
Shirts and
skirts to match
j

Keeps Faultless Skin Faultless
for
Cosmetics
It's
Crum's

$1.75

and
$3.00
Try us, you'U like up

or mix,

Unless you're born rich, Ifs mighty hard

Sizes

to succeed unless you save.

34-4-

0.

$12.98
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS

DIAMOND MERCHANTS
145 E. Liberty St.
Just East of the Square
Wooster, Ohio

Mollie Miller
123 E. Liberty Si.

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF WOOSTER

1812

CLEVELAND ROAD

132 EAST

LIBERTY STREET

